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I made the decision to participate in the MedSpanish program 1 month before I left 
for Mexico.  After my initial travel plans became impossible, I stumbled upon this 
Spanish language/cultural immersion program at the suggestion of Shannon Benson.  
Due to the incredible degree of flexibility inherent in this program, I was able to 
easily make arrangements for classes and housing in a few weeks.  I could not have 
been happier with the decision to take my final rotation in San Miguel for 6 weeks.  
This program involved 2 hrs of individual Spanish lessons in addition to 4 clinical hrs 
each day.  My Spanish lessons consisted of basic Spanish, conversational Spanish, 
and medical Spanish.  I did not remember much Spanish from high school, and I was 
able to increase my comfort with Spanish quite a bit during my time in San Miguel.  
The clinical component involved time at one of two local hospitals or at the Mexican 
Red Cross.  After mentioning that I preferred the Red Cross, the program arranged 
for me to limit my hospital visits and go to the Red Cross most days.  I really 
appreciated this flexibility and the one-on-one attention I received in this program, 
as each student has unique preferences and goals for their stay in San Miguel.  
    
MedSpanish School and PACE Office:  Dr. Hall is an American ED doc who has 
created a unique training program (PACE) for Mexicans in several cities (ACLS, BLS, 
etc.).  The relationships that prosper between PACE/MedSpanish and government 
and community medical structures are truly unique.  They make it possible for 
American medical practitioners (like myself) to be warmly invited to shadow in 
hospitals and in the Red Cross ambulance service in San Miguel.  My tuition money 
was funneled into the PACE program, to help buy educational mannequins and 
training manuals, etc.  Dr. Hall is an inspirational person, and I was happy to be a 
part of a little slice of his work in San Miguel.  The PACE office staff were my family 
in San Miguel.  They are genuinely kind people, who facilitate this exceptional 
educational experience. They made it possible for the program to cater to individual 
student preferences.  I can not imagine feeling more welcomed than I always felt 
when interacting with the office staff.  
 
Spanish Instructor:  I never could have foreseen what a person I would meet in San 
Miguel as a Spanish instructor.  I always looked forward to classes, and I know I 
learned quite a bit due to her clear and energetic teaching style.  I was able to learn 
much about the culture here and life in San Miguel from her as well.  I felt 
completely comfortable discussing anything with her, and I never was afraid to 
misspeak during my lessons.  All of my questions were always addressed completely. 
 We were also able to chat, which helped me feel more comfortable trying to use 
Spanish, and it helped my conversational Spanish immensely.  As a person, Blanca is 
one in a million.  Her sincerity, honesty, and realistic yet optimistic perspectives are 
a breath of fresh air.  She taught me so much more than Spanish, and I hope that 
many more students will have the opportunity to meet her in the future.  In my 
opinion, we could all benefit greatly from a little Blanca in our lives. 
 
Government-run Hospitals in San Miguel and in San Luis de la Paz: 
I appreciated touring the hospitals in San Miguel and in San Luis, and it was 
interesting to discuss the burden of disease here with various medical practitioners. 
 Everyone was very welcoming, and I was able to interview patients and examine 
them with the guidance of local physicians.  The hospital in San Miguel is larger and 
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more modern than I had expected.  In contrast, the hospital in San Luis de la Paz 
draws a larger patient population and is smaller with less resources.  Physicians in 
San Luis de la Paz emphasized the history and physical exam, as they diagnosed 
without labs and imaging when possible.  I especially enjoyed pediatric clinic at the 
hospital in San Miguel and ED consultations at the hospital in San Luis. 
 
Mexican Red Cross:  The Mexican Red Cross has an ambulance service that operates 
completely from donations.  Due to their lack of resources, they are often forced to 
improvise--reusing masks after wiping them with alcohol, for example.  They 
respond to emergency calls in the community and call for additional assistance if 
necessary.  This assistance comes in the form of the government-run ambulance 
service, which has many more resources and is called to transport patients between 
hospitals and help in larger emergencies. It was very interesting to learn about 
interactions between the hospitals, clinics, and ambulance services in San Miguel.  I 
enjoyed stocking the ambulances each morning, as this was a relaxed way to learn 
names and uses for the equipment.  It also gave me an understanding of the 
resource needs in the Red Cross.  It was interesting to ride along with paramedics in 
the ambulances for so many runs.  This opportunity has not been available to me in 
the States, and cooperation between PACE and the Mexican Red Cross has created 
an incredibly unique environment that enables students to learn at a rapid pace 
about the language, culture, and medical system in San Miguel.  I thoroughly 
enjoyed my days at the Mexican Red Cross, as everyone was always pleasant, 
patient, and approachable.  Additionally, they have a healthy sense of good humor 
and just plain old fun.   
 
Housing accommodations:  MedSpanish recommended that I live at a Bed and 
Breakfast “Casa Arellano.” The breakfasts were wonderfully prepared, and the senora 
and her husband were very accommodating, approachable, and patient with my 
Spanish.  It was a very friendly environment that felt like a home away from home 
for me.  It was especially nice to have access to a family computer on the ground 
floor with an Internet connection.  My room was large and always cleaned, and it 
was great to have a fridge in my room and a kitchen nearby.  The house is in an 
excellent location (a very easy walk to the center of town and the Red Cross and in a 
safe neighborhood).  The house itself is beautiful, with an abundance of plants and 
flowers and beautiful stained glass windows.  I also enjoyed the 2 little dogs.   
 
San Miguel de Allende:  San Miguel is a perfect location for this program.  It is the 
safest place I have ever visited, and the attitude of the community is welcoming and 
friendly.  While the large retired American community in San Miguel is prominent 
during daytime, Mexican tourist families fill the community parks in evenings and 
during holidays.  While it is possible to dine in restaurants with similar prices to the 
US, but there are many Mexican restaurants with excellent food for much lower 
prices.  Significant others and families of medical practitioners are invited to 
accompany participants in the MedSpanish program, and family members are offered 
Spanish lessons at a reduced rate.  I loved wandering around the town on weekends 
and chatting with many people.  I also enjoyed checking out La Gruta (local hot 
springs) and Guanajuato (town 1 hr away).  The weather, food, and flora are 
amazing.  This town is a jewel.   
 


